
‘Nothing can dim the light that shines from within’
Dear all

Greetings from team DWPS!

It has been aptly worded “The strongest people aren’t 

always the people who win but the people who never give 

up”. Imbibing this spirit and the optimistic attitude, we the 

synergistic team members of DWPS during the present 

scenario have conveyed a lovely message of ‘Staying 

Connected in thick and thin while being an inspiration to one 

another'. In all our endeavours, the happiness and well-

being of our students is paramount for us. It is therefore 

pertinent that during every phase, the continuity of learning 

is vital. The wonderful platform of Online Sessions has 

thus provided a golden opportunity to each one of our 

students to exhibit his/her innate talent and caliber are 

elated to witness the spirit of enthusiasm and zest being 

displayed by our energetic students in all the scholastics 

and co scholastic areas thus proving that the sky is also not 

the limit for our dynamic dipsites.

My little Champs!

Make your life a masterpiece,

Imagine no limitations on what you

can be, have or do.

Don’t stop! Always take chance to explore…

Paint your world with fantasies and love…. more and more.

Warm wishes

Ms Jyoti Arora

Principal

EFFECTIVE PARENTING AS THE EXTENDED MENTORSHIP
Behind every child who believes in himself is a parent who believed in him first. Delhi World Public School

under the leadership of its revered Principal Ms. Jyoti Arora conducted a webinar on 18th April’20 on the topic

“ Effective Parenting During Lockdown” by Mr. Prashant Sharma ,a well renowned resource person who

enlightened the parents with the additional role of being a mentor and guide their children during the testing

times. nsmitting cultural values. The session successfully concluded adding another feather to the cap of

workshops conducted by the school which always considers its students as the pillars of the society and to

nurture, nourish and inspire them efficiently, its prime responsibility.
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DWPS celebrates Earth Day
" Treat the Earth well. It was not

given to you by your parents, it was loaned to you for your children.”
22 April, every year, is celebrated as the Earth Day. It is celebrated to create awareness about respecting 
our planet and preserving the environment. Water, wildlife, plants and trees are just a few gifts to 
humankind from mother Earth. This day today holds a new meaning, in the event of lockdown we are 
seeing the healing process of Earth and Nature.
*Let this be a live evidence to us and pledge that we willl continue to help the environment heal itself with 
our actions and. Prudence.*
Students of DWPS Noida Extension show that no pandemic can deter them in their valued education to 
show their gratitude towards Mother Earth and showcase their awareness campaign through posters, 
pictures, poems and articles.
*Love Earth and Nature will take care of you!*
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HEALTH AND FITNESS 

DURING COVID-19 

PANDEMIC

A healthy mind resides in a healthy body. 

Moreover,  health is the greatest wealth.  Delhi 

World Public School  conducted  a webinar on 

one of the most essential topics and witnessing 

the present scenario is undoubtedly the need of 

the hour - “ Health and Nutrition During 

Quarantine”. The session highlighted the 

importance of right eating rather than eating 

less to maintain physical and mental health 

during the covid-19 pandemic. Dr Merajul

Haque Siddiqui  efficiently suggested the 

importance of incorporating yoga  as a part 

and parcel of our lives. He not only highlighted 

the value of inclusion of nutritious liquid diet  

as fluids during summers but also 

recommended a planned  physical fitness 

regime to make it a habitual action. The 

programme concluded conveying the message 

of  he who has health has hope, and he who has 

hope has everything.

Actions sound better than words-Indeed it's proven that DWPS has set a proper platform in making 

learning so enjoyable and relaxing. The school has taken an initiative and responsibility of imbibing self-

discipline in its Pre Primary children, by keeping them active through online lessons, fun activities for 

building vocabulary and worksheets for brainstorming.

#Covid19 #DarenotstopusfromLearning #DWPS #we made this idea happen!

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/covid19?__eep__=6&source=feed_text&epa=HASHTAG
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/darenotstopusfromlearning?__eep__=6&source=feed_text&epa=HASHTAG
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/dwps?__eep__=6&source=feed_text&epa=HASHTAG
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/we?__eep__=6&source=feed_text&epa=HASHTAG
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It's well said that 'For he who has health has hope and he who has hope has everything. In this 

regard, our Lil' champs effectively engaged themselves with the mind blowing activities as per the 

instructions shared by their teachers. We are really proud to be experiencing a healthy version of digital 

culture. After all, how can the Generation Alpha be locked down without Origami, colouring, rhymes and 

reading?

All is well at DWPS!

“Science is the mother of all inventions and discoveries"
There is something about science that drives and satiates young minds. In such a sci-tale @ DWPS, 

students presented the process of photosynthesis in their own ways. All comparable the teacher was at loss 

of decision for the best one and decided to showcase all.

The budding scientists of tomorrow are nurturing their knowledge sharing and growing beyond 

boundaries.
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Where words fail,music speaks!

A dash of yearning, a pinch of social media has turned the young enthusiastic Tabla players of DWPS to roll up 
their sleeves and enrich their instrumental music skills. 

"Words spoken by children transform in to pearls of warmth 

and beauty"
Alankrita Singh reciting a hindi poem about River. Way to go dear girl! Her teacher was all clap for her 

wonderful recitation and rightly so!
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A sneak peek  ( for the month 

of MAY’20) :

▪ Webinar series

▪ Craft mania

SPARKS OF IMAGINATION

CREATIVE CORNER

Team School Scoop:

▪ Ms Ekta Dhawan

▪ Ms Deepika Agarwal

▪ Ms Sumathi Krishnan

▪ Ms Meena Upreti

▪ Mr Nitin Rana

God please give me your Grace,

So that I can work with full pace.

God never make me selfish and greedy,

So that I can always help a needy.

Help me to respect everyone,

So that I can have my enemy as none.

God never make me lazy,

So give me hard work which should make me 

busy.

God, I must bow before my elder,

Which should make me feel gladder.

God please make me pure and humble,

So that I never feel any trouble.

God I should never try to cheat other,and

treat everyone in this world as my brother.

Help me to save my mother Earth and nature,

For that I should love every creature.

I should always be eager to learn,

So that I can make my life full of fun.

Please God give me your blessings for 

everything,

So I could never do a wrong thing.

Prisha Dhasmana

7th

BLESSINGS
A life is like gold,

It shines till you are old.

And it is fond hardly,

If you get it you return home gladly.

A life is like a dream,

It sometimes make you scream.

You don’t know when you would wake, 

And then everything seems to be fake.

A life is like a rose plant .

There are things you can’t,

Things which make you glad,

Things which make you sad.

A life is like science.

It is a mystery which disturbs your mind.

You know what to do,

But not know what it means to!

A life is like a story.

That is filled with your glory.

You have many challenges here

Which may cause you difficulty everywhere.

A life is nothing,

But happiness, sadness and sharing

Success, failures and your skills.

Pleasure, strength and testing your will.

LIFE

Suhani Singh

7th


